
The Greek Trilogy of Luis Alfaro: Revitalizing
Ancient Greek Myths with a Modern Twist
The Greek Trilogy of Luis Alfaro: A Modern Take on Ancient Tales

Greek mythology has always been a rich source of inspiration for writers and
artists across centuries. These ancient tales of gods, heroes, and epic battles
continue to captivate audiences, shedding light on the human condition and
imparting timeless wisdom. One artist who has taken upon himself to breathe
new life into these ancient myths is Luis Alfaro, an acclaimed contemporary
playwright and director. In his critically acclaimed Greek Trilogy, Alfaro presents a
fresh and provocative take on three iconic Greek tragedies - Oedipus Rex,
Medea, and Electra. This article delves into the essence of Alfaro's Greek Trilogy,
exploring how he manages to fuse the ancient and the modern, offering a truly
contemporary perspective on these timeless tales.

The Relevance of Ancient Greek Myths Today

Before diving into the intricacies of the Greek Trilogy, it is essential to understand
why these ancient myths continue to resonate with audiences centuries after their
creation. Greek mythology, with its vivid characters and timeless themes, has the
power to mirror and comment on our own societies and concerns even in the
modern era. The struggles faced by heroes like Oedipus, Medea, and Electra are
not confined to a distant past but remain deeply rooted in the human experience.
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The themes of fate, family, love, tragedy, and revenge explored in these myths
are universal, transcending time and culture. They provide us with a lens through
which we can examine our own lives, choices, and the consequences that follow.
It is this universality and timelessness that makes Greek mythology a fertile
ground for artistic reinterpretations like Luis Alfaro's Greek Trilogy.

The Greek Trilogy by Luis Alfaro

Luis Alfaro's Greek Trilogy is a bold and audacious endeavor that reimagines
three classic Greek plays for a modern audience. Alfaro, known for his compelling
storytelling and ability to blend various cultural influences, infuses these ancient
tales with contemporary sensibilities, exploring themes of immigration, race, and
identity. By incorporating the experiences of the Latinx community in the United
States, Alfaro creates a unique and thought-provoking interpretation of these
ancient myths.

The first play in the trilogy is Electricidad, a reimagining of Sophocles' Electra. Set
in present-day Los Angeles, Electricidad not only delves into the themes of
revenge and justice present in the original play but also explores the challenges
faced by marginalized communities in urban settings. Alfaro takes the character
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of Electra, a woman seeking revenge against her mother for the murder of her
father, and infuses her story with the struggles of a Latina woman living in a
poverty-stricken neighborhood. The result is a powerful and poignant exploration
of familial bonds and societal justice.

The second play in the trilogy is Mojada: A Medea in Los Angeles, which
reinterprets Euripides' Medea. In this contemporary adaptation, Alfaro tells the
story of Medea, a Mexican immigrant living in Los Angeles, grappling with the
challenges faced by immigrants in a new land. The play explores themes of
cultural identity, assimilation, and the clash between tradition and progress.
Through Medea's journey, Alfaro sheds light on the immigrant experience and the
sacrifices individuals make for the sake of their families.

The third and final play in the trilogy is Oedipus El Rey, an adaptation of
Sophocles' Oedipus Rex. Alfaro transports the tragic story of Oedipus, a man
destined to kill his father and marry his mother, to the gritty and violent world of
the California prison system. By exploring themes of fate, power, and the search
for identity, Alfaro presents a searing critique of the criminal justice system and
the cycles of violence that plague certain communities. Through his reimagining
of Oedipus, Alfaro offers a reflection on the nature of power and the
consequences of unchecked authority.

The Power of Alfaro's Greek Trilogy

What sets Alfaro's Greek Trilogy apart is his ability to balance reverence for the
original texts with his own unique artistic vision. He does not seek to replace or
discard the ancient myths but instead uses them as a foundation to reexamine
and reflect on our contemporary society. By infusing the tales with his own
cultural influences and drawing from his own experiences, Alfaro creates a rich
tapestry that resonates with audiences on multiple levels.



Through his incorporation of long descriptive keywords for the alt attributes, Alfaro
ensures that the visual presentation of the Greek Trilogy remains visually
engaging and accessible. This attention to detail extends to his long-tail clickbait
title, which grabs the attention of potential readers and entices them to discover
more about this fascinating theatrical undertaking.

Luis Alfaro's Greek Trilogy is an extraordinary example of how ancient myths can
be reimagined and made relevant for contemporary audiences. By infusing these
timeless tales with contemporary themes and experiences, Alfaro revitalizes the
stories, shedding new light on the intricacies of the human condition. Through his
adaptations of Oedipus Rex, Medea, and Electra, Alfaro explores issues of race,
immigration, justice, and identity, creating a thought-provoking and deeply
resonant theatrical experience.

As audiences continue to grapple with the complexities of the modern world,
Alfaro's Greek Trilogy serves as a powerful reminder of the enduring relevance of
ancient myths. By merging the ancient and the modern, Alfaro shows us that
these stories, despite their age, can still illuminate and inform our understanding
of ourselves and the world we live in. The Greek Trilogy is a testament to the
timelessness of Greek mythology and the transformative power of storytelling.
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Winner of the London Hellenic Prize 2020

The Greek Trilogy of Luis Alfaro gathers together for the first time the three
'Greek' plays of the MacArthur Genius Award-winning Chicanx playwright and
performance artist.

Based respectively on Sophocles' Electra and Oedipus, and Euripides' Medea,
Alfaro's Electricidad, Oedipus El Rey, and Mojada transplant ancient themes and
problems into the 21st century streets of Los Angeles and New York, in order to
give voice to the concerns of the Chicanx and wider Latinx communities.

From performances around the world including sold-out runs at New York's Public
Theater, these texts are extremely important to those studying classical reception,
Greek theatre and Chicanx writers. This unique anthology features definitive
editions of all three plays alongside a comprehensive which provides a critical
overview of Luis Alfaro's work, accentuating not only the unique nature of these
three 'urban' adaptations of ancient Greek tragedy but also the manner in which
they address present-day Chicanx and Latinx socio-political realities across the
United States.

A brief to each play and its overall themes precedes the text of the drama. The
anthology concludes with exclusive supplementary material aimed at enhancing
understanding of Alfaro's plays: a 'Performance History' timeline outlining the
performance history of the plays; an alphabetical 'Glossary' explaining the most
common terms in Spanish and Spanglish appearing in each play; and a 'Further
Reading' list providing primary and secondary bibliography for each play.
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The anthology is completed by a new interview with Alfaro which addresses key
topics such as Alfaro's engagement with ancient Greek drama and his work with
Chicanx communities across the United States, thus providing a critical
contextualisation of these critically-acclaimed plays.
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